
MATH 110: Mathematis and MusiHomework Assignment #5DUE DATE: Mon., Marh 20th, start of lass.You should write up solutions neatly to all problems, making sure to show all your work. Youare strongly enouraged to work on these problems with other lassmates, although the solutionsyou turn in should be your own work.Note: Please list the names of any students or faulty who you worked with on the assignment.Equal temperament is a lot easier to use than Just Intonation, but I �nd it laks expres-siveness. It sounds dead and lifeless to me. As soon as I began working mirotonally,I felt like I moved from blak and white into olor. I found that ertain ombinationsof intervals moved me in a deep physial way. Everything beame learer for me, moreviseral and expressive. The trade-o� is that I had to be a lot more areful with myompositions, for while I had many more interesting onsonant intervals to hose from,I also had new kinds of dissonanes to avoid. Robert Rih (omposer)1. Read Chapter 1 of the ourse text, Tuning and temperament: losing the spiral by NeilBibby. As you read, it is useful to do some of the omputations in the text to further yourunderstanding. Most of this material was overed in lass.2. Compare and ontrast the three tuning systems: Pythagorean Tuning, Just Intonationand Equal Temperament. What are the strengths and weaknesses of eah system? Whihintervals are the same and whih are di�erent? What does Bibby mean by \losing the spiral?"3. Let C3 be the note an otave below middle C. Starting in the bass lef, use sta� paper towrite the �rst ten notes orresponding to the frequenies in the overtone series of C3. Givethe interval between suessive notes in the series.4. Make a hart showing the frequenies (rounded to the nearest tenth, ie. one deimal plae) ofall the notes in the A major sale starting on A 220 Hz. Do this for eah of the three di�erenttuning systems. We started this in lass omputing the frequenies of C℄ and E.5. Assuming that A 440 Hz is the note A above middle C, �nd the following frequenies in Hz(round to the nearest tenth) using the given tuning system. Be sure to explain how youarrived at eah answer.a. Middle C using Just Intonationb. Middle C using Equal Temperament. F above middle C using Just Intonationd. F above middle C using Pythagorean Tuning6. Using Equal Temperament, what fator do you multiply a frequeny by to raise the note upa tritone (diminished 5th)? What fator raises the note by a minor seventh?1



Reall: A number is rational if it an be expressed as the ratio of two integers pq . A numberis irrational if it is not rational.7. Using a proof tehnique demonstrated in lass, prove that p3 is irrational and prove that21=12 is irrational.8. Notie that all the multipliative fators in the Pythagorean Tuning and Just Intonationsystems are rational (ie. 4=3; 3=2; 5=4; 2=1 et.) Whih fators in the major sale (if any) arerational when using Equal Temperament? Explain.9. Prove that the sum of any two rational numbers is rational. Mathematially, we say that\The set of rational numbers is losed under addition." Hint: How do we add two frationstogether? Show that the result is still rational.10. Prove that the sum of a rational and an irrational number is always irrational. Hint: Supposethis wasn't true and that the sum was rational. Why does this lead to a ontradition of theprevious question?11. Are the irrational numbers losed under addition? In other words, is it true that the sum oftwo irrationals is always irrational? Explain with a proof or a ounterexample.
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